Map and directions to the farmhouse Vaianino

Agriturismo Vaianino tel 0571678068 tel 0571678058 mob 3497754652
GPS Coordinate of Vaianino Agri-tourism Degrees system: E 10° 52' 57,66" N 43° 28' 24,89"
" Agriturismo Vaianino " is situated at 52.800 Km. of the S.P. n° 4 Volterrana; 13 Kms. from Volterra and
15 kms. from San Gimignano.
For those people who arrive from " A1 - MILANO-BOLOGNA-FIRENZE ": exit FIRENZE
CERTOSA and to take the speedway (Super Strada) Firenze-Siena: exit POGGIBONSI NORD. At this
point, follow road indications for San Gimignano. Reached San Gimignano to go on to direction Gambassi
Terme and after 10 kms in the place " Castagno", take the road ( on the left) for Volterra, called S. P. n° 4;
go on for 4 kms and at 52.800 Km of S.P. n° 4, take the dirt road on the left and go on for 1 km.
For those people who arrive from " A1 - ROMA ": exit VALDICHIANA and to follow indications for
SIENA. In Siena to take the supertrada Firenze-Siena, direction Firenze: exit POGGIBONSI NORD. At this
point, follow road indications for San Gimignano. Reached San Gimignano to go on to direction Gambassi
Terme and after 10 kms in the place " Castagno", take the road ( on the left) for Volterra, called S. P. n° 4;
go on for 4 kms and at 52.800 Km of S.P. n° 4, take the dirt road on the left and go on for 1 km.
For those people who arrive from " A12 - GENOVA-LIVORNO ": exit PISA Center (airport G. Galilei)
and to take "Super Strada S.G.C. FI-PI-LI", direction Florence; to exit at PONTEDERA (after 25 kms
around) and to hold the left following the indications for Volterra. In the place "Mulino d'Era", around 10
kms from Volterra, to hold the left and to go on to direction Castelfiorentino for 4 kms; then to take the dirt
road on the right and to go on for 1 km.

